NOTES: (unless otherwise specified)

1. MATERIAL: 5052-H32 ALUMINUM, .125 THICK.

2. BREAK AND DEBURR ALL SHARP EDGES.

3. FINISH: BLACK ANODIZE.

4. STAMP WITH P/N "PF 441-199-93" AND CURRENT REVISION USING WHITE INDELIBLE INK AND .13 INCH CHARACTER HEIGHT. LOCATE APPROXIMATELY WHERE SHOWN.

---

REVISIONS

REV  DESCRIPTION  SHEET  DATE  APPROVED  JNT

---

STANFORD SYNCHROTRON RADIATION LABORATORY

441-199-93

PF 441-199-93 00

SSRL, BEAMLINE 11-1
EXPERIMENTAL HUTCH TABLE
ASSEMBLY, HUTCH TABLE
MNT, UPSTREAM LIMIT SW

SCALE: 1:1  SHEET 1 OF 1

M/F  SSRL BL EXP HUTCH TBL MTR LMT SW